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Web Tools In Education
Student Health 101

Blended learning

The student Health Assignment got us to go on the Western page and read an article from a while back about food.
It made you start to think about how you really need to
put forth effort to eat healthy because it can be a bad habit to change. It was a good way to start off the year.

PowToon
PowToons was our first project. We made presentations on cheating. We first talked about what we
thought cheating was and then we answered questions about the boundaries of cheating. PowToons was
an easy website to use. Not too hard to surf and had
great animations to use in your project.

Blended learning was a way for us to reflect on how
we thought school was for us and how school is
changing because of technology. Blended learning is
becoming three category’s mobile learning, classroom learning, and online learning.

Google Sites
A Google site was a little more confusing than the
other presentations in my opinion. Getting all the
material for the site wasn’t hard but I had trouble
getting different tabs for new pages. It took me a
while to get used to Google sites. We read articles
about properly communicate with others.

Slideshare
For slideshare we got to pick our own
topics to present to the class. The
website was really easy to use because you would make the presentations in PowerPoint and then you uploaded it.

Prezi
Prezi is an interesting presentation tool. You can put your information
anyway you want on the page. You could zoom in, zoom out, or even
turn the whole presentation.

Voicethread
Vociethread was probably the coolest presentation tool we used.
You make your presentation in PowerPoint and then you can upload it straight in the website. Then you can add voice comments
to present the project so you don’t have to. You can also comment
on others presentations. We could present on anything we wanted
to.

